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Sometimes being Marvelous means people will get confused when they talk about you,
apparently that is what is going on with "Marvelous" Melvin Manhoef. Earlier today, MMAJun
kie
broke some news that Melvin Manhoef will be fighting for Strikeforce on March 5th against
Tim Kennedy
. Tim was originally slated to fight
Luke Rockhold
, but that fell through.

Ever the vigilant fight fan, Bloodstain Lane (yes, Bloodstain Lane) so artfully told everyone on
Twitter that Melvin Manhoef was not fighting Tim Kennedy, that it was faulty information.
Manhoef was going to be fighting on that card, but that is not his opponent. So, now this
evening,
Manhoef himself cleared the air about his
upcoming fight: Melvin Manhoef will be facing Luke Rockhold at Strikeforce: Columbus.

We'll have to wait to see what the official word from Strikeforce is, as well as what will become
of Tim Kennedy, but Melvin Manhoef fighting again in the US means that we can expect
fireworks for sure. With only one armbar win to his credit, Rockhold does not seem to pose a
threat to Manhoef's kryptonite of sorts, but Rockhold is a strong wrestler with an impressive four
rear naked choke victories. He has never faced a striker as dynamic, powerful and skilled as
Melvin, so he should look out.
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Manhoef's career has spanned K-1, It's Showtime, DREAM, HERO*s, Cage Rage and more.
Manhoef has knocked opponents out all over the world, 27 times in kickboxing competition, 23
times in MMA competition. Rockhold is in for the fight of his life.

UPDATE: Melvin Manhoef was armbarred by the internet, it seems, as he just moments ago
announced on his Twitter that Luke is injured and that he'll be fighting Tim Kennedy. The news,
it just comes slower in the Netherlands, alright?
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